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Publishing Firm To Release New Book, ‘I Tasted My Tears Today’ 
 
October 12, 2017, Indianapolis, IN –An Indianapolis based publishing firm, 
ATK Speakers and Publishing (ATKSP) Firm is pleased to announce the 
upcoming launch and book release reception of new book, ‘I Tasted My 
Tears Today.’ (ITMTT)  
 
The official book release and reception will take place November 4th from 1-
5 pm at the Holiday Inn Conference Center 3850 Depauw Blvd, 
Indianapolis, IN 46268. 
 
As the Founder and CEO of ATKSP Firm, Dr. Tuesday Tate spearheads the 
Publishing side as the Executive Editor.  She is appropriately identified in 
the business community as the vision consultant, life and advisor, 
relationship and executive coach, speaker, author, trainer, minister and now 
publisher.  
 
ITMTT is a riveting compilation of stories written by 13 independent 
authors who share their journey of tears to triumph. The book addresses 
unique situations in each author’s lives where they had to taste the tears of 
their decision or the decision that was made a look at themselves and how 
God brought them through the situations. 
 
Dr. Tuesday states, “ATK Speakers and Publishing Firm is a long awaited 
vision that has now come to forwishen.  ATKSP helps our clients across the 
country tell their story and speak their truth.  We provide par-exsalonce 
training and equipping to aspiring authors and speakers and a platform for 
our speakers to be visible to those seeking their orator talent.”   
 
 
 
 



The official launch of ATKSPF and the release and book signing will be a 
red carpet – black attire event.  It will include refreshments, pictures, author 
and guests’ video testimonies, introduction of the next book project and 
upcoming trainings, meet and greet with the 13 authors and the Executive 
Editor, Dr. Tuesday. Those who are interested in learning more about the 
services of ATKSP Firm can also receive more information during the event. 
 
For more information about the release event and to order your copy of 
 ITMTT, visit http://www.drtuesday.net or 
 www.atkspeakersandpublishingfirm.com (pending launch). 
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